
can you find...

[  ] a person who works here?  If you have a question, they 
will help you.

[  ] a drawing of clothing designs for a garment worker to sew?

[  ] flowing white fabric for a garment worker to sew into 
clothing?

[  ] a measuring tape to make clothing big or small?

[  ] 41 spools of thread in one artwork?

[  ] a sewing machine for garment workers who use their 
hands and feet?

[  ] paper clothing sewn together with black and red thread?

[  ] a glass shirt?

[  ] a button?

[  ] glass artwork that looks like it moves?

[  ] a pencil?  Be an artist!  What could you make out of glass?  
Draw your own ideas on the back of this sheet and sign 
your name.

visitor guide

•	 Respect	the	work	of	others	by	only	touching	items	on	
the	special	touching	table.	Touch	carefully	and	leave	
objects	on	the	table.	Tell	someone	next	to	you	how	
the	glass	and	fabric	look	and	feel.

•	 Respect	other	visitors	by	listening	when	others	are	
talking,	staying	with	your	group,	and	moving	carefully	
so	you	do	not	bump	into	any	art.

•	 Ask	questions!	Tell	us	what	you	think!	We	love	to	
answer	questions	and	hear	your	ideas.

did you know... 

....Cassandra Straubing, the artist, is a teacher and an artist. 
She teaches her students about glass art. She shows them 
how to make glass art in a kiln, which is a big oven used to 
melt glass into new shapes.

For this show, Cassandra made molds, or containers, in the 
shape of shirts. Then she heated glass inside the molds in a 
kiln. When it cooled it became glass clothing. Cassandra’s glass 
is folded and pleated on the top, just like a real wrinkly shirt, 
and smooth on the bottom.

...Babette Pinsky designs clothing. She draws on paper what 
the clothing will look like: straight, curved, smooth, or rumpled. 
A garment worker uses fabric and a sewing machine 
to turn Babette’s drawings into real clothing. Babette and 
Cassandra worked together to create this exhibit; Babette 
drew the clothing that Cassandra turned into glass shirts. 
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